
3rd-Person Singular - Quiz

Choose the correct spelling of the bold verb(s) in each sentence.

1. It take/takes a long time to fly from Toronto toTokyo.

2. If you fly/flies from one city straight to another with no stops, we call this a direct flight.

3. If you change/changes planes before your final destination, your flight is not direct.

4. Do you like/likes airplane food? My ex-girlfriend really like/likes it, but not me.

1. I get/gets the impression that he is bored with his job.

2. He earn/earns about $40 000 a year.

3. You can trust Cathy, she always get/gets results.

4. I’ll get/gets the money somehow.

5. If he take/takes my advice he will be okay I think.

6. If they offer/offers me the job, I’ll take/takes it.

7. Mike get/gets a headache if he doesn’t have a cup of coffee every day.

8. No one take/takes me seriously.

9. Please fill out this form, it should only take/takes you five minutes.

1. Dennis applys/applies to Law school every year.

2. I lent Chris $50 last week. I hope he pays/paies me back soon.

3. Sometimes my little sister says/saies the cutest things.

4. We all like/likes Jazz, but we also enjoy/enjoys a loud rock concert once in a while.
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Answers

1. It takes a long time to fly from Toronto toTokyo.
2. If you fly from one city straight to another with no stops, we call this a direct flight.
3. If you change planes before your final destination, your flight is not direct.
4. Do you like airplane food? My ex-girlfriend really likes it, but not me.

From my blog post: Learn English with a story with great AUDIO

1. I get the impression that he is bored with his job.
2. He earns about $40 000 a year.
3. You can trust Cathy, she always gets results.
4. I’ll get the money somehow.
5. If he takes my advice he will be okay I think.
6. If they offer me the job, I’ll take it.
7. Mike gets a headache if he doesn’t have a cup of coffee every day.
8. No one takes me seriously.
9. Please fill out this form, it should only take you five minutes.

From my blog post: The difference between GET and TAKE (Learn with AUDIO)
*No one is a Third-Person singular verb. Learn more @ No and None English Grammar
(No-one - Nothing - Nowhere)

1. Dennis applies to Law school every year.
2. I lent Chris $50 last week. I hope he pays me back soon.
3. Sometimes my little sister says the cutest things.
4. We all like Jazz, but we also enjoy a loud rock concert once in a while.

Sentence 1. is from my blog post: Apply TO or Apply FOR? - Learn FAST with a QUIZ! (Over 30
examples)
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